each neighboring state. For states B and C, it is 0 person-hours (because their Sunday hours are shorter). For state D, it is 17 × (12 − 11) = 17 person-hours.
For state E, it is 8 × (14 − 11) = 24 person-hours. Thus, there are 41 potential person-hours of customer outflows in total. Finally, because our regression accounts for per capita alcohol sales in state A, we divide by state A's population.
Thus, the value of the customer outflow variable in this example is 0.41.
The definitions of our inflow and outflow variables ensure that they have sensible properties. If we split each neighboring states into two identical copies (each half as big), or if we doubled the population of a state and all of its neighbors, neither the inflow or outflow measures would change. If we doubled the subject state's population without doubling its neighbors' populations, the customer outflow variables would remain unchanged, but the customer inflow variables would fall by 50 percent. This is the correct answer because the same fraction of the subject state's population would remain susceptible to purchasing alcohol in neighboring states, while potential inflow customers would be half as numerous relative to the subject state's population.
B. Complete regression results
In Tables A1, A2, Tax 
